Main Sail Trim  Vang Tension

Vang: Normal Trim +15mm Pull
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Main Sail Trim  Vang Tension

Vang: Normal Trim +30mm Pull
Main Sail Trim  Vang Tension

Vang: Normal Trim
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Main Sail Trim

Vang: Normal Trim +15mm Pull
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Main Sail Trim

Vang Tension

Vang: Normal Trim +30mm Pull
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Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension
Main Sail Trim
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Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension
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Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension

Outhaul: Normal Trim
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Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension

Outhaul: Normal Trim 10mm Ease
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Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension

Outhaul: Normal Trim 20mm Ease
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Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension

Outhaul: Normal Trim
Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension

Outhaul: Normal Trim 10mm Ease
Main Sail Trim

Outhaul Tension

Outhaul: Normal Trim 20mm Ease
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Main Sail Trim

Cunningham Tension
Main Sail Trim

Cunningham Tension
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- Cunningham -20mm
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Main Sail Trim  
Cunningham Tension
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Main Sail Trim

Cunningham Tension

Cunningham: 20mm Ease
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Main Sail Trim

Cunningham Tension

Cunningham: Normal Trim
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Main Sail Trim

Cunningham Tension

Cunningham: 20mm Pull
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Cunningham : 20mm Ease
Main Sail Trim

Cunningham Tension

Cunningham: 20mm Pull
Main Sail Trim

Puller Setting
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Main Sail Trim

Puller Setting

Puller : 10mm Ease
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Main Sail Trim

Puller Setting

Puller : Normal Trim
Main Sail Trim  Puller Setting

Puller : 10mm Pull
Main Sail Trim

Puller Setting

Puller: 10mm Ease
Main Sail Trim

Puller Setting

Puller: Normal Trim
Main Sail Trim

Puller Setting

Puller: 10mm Pull
470 Class

Jib Sail Trim

North Sails Japan, Inc.
Jib Sail Trim

Jib Leader Position
Entry

Wide

Narrow
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Jib Leader Forward
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Jib Sail Trim

Jib Leader Position

Jib Leader: Forward Position
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Jib Sail Trim

Jib Leader Position

Jib Leader: Aft Position
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Jib Trim

Jib Leader Position

Jib Leader: Forward Position
Twist

- Open
- Close
- Bottom
- Top

- Standard Trim
- Jib Tack 20mm Ease
- Jib Tack 40mm Ease
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Jib Sail Trim   Jib Tack Tension

Jib Tack : Normal Trim
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Jib Tack: 20mm Ease
Jib Sail Trim

Jib Tack Tension

Jib Tack : 40mm Ease
Jib Sail Trim

Jib Tack Tension

Jib Tack: Normal Trim
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Jib Tack : 20mm Ease
Jib Tack : 40mm Ease